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SOUND

The New Medicine for the Millennium

Human beings have been using sound to access deeper states of consciousness, expand
and heal the body for thousands of years. Chanting, toning, Tibetan singing

, Chinese meditation gongs, and mantras, are just a few examples of this use of sound.
oday, with highly sophisticated technological equipment, we can not only observe the
nctioning of the body and the brain in unprecedented detail, but also measure the changes
at take place in the mind and body in different states of consciousness and different states
health.

Research projects in major universities across the country have explored the
neurophysiology of meditation, deep relaxation states and mind/body interactions during
healing. In one study a simple meditation technique used for 20 minutes a day caused
profound changes in blood pressure, stress handling ability, immune response and feelings

ll being - never mind using any kind of high{ech approach which could bring
sciousness to very deep levels of relaxation. Using this technology as a daily tool for

mind/body integration and stress reduction can have many positive benefits.

Present technology allows us to affect the body/mind in two parallel ways:

1. Healing the body with physical resonance using sound frequency vibrations.

2. Changing states of consciousness using sound with sympathetic resonance of brain-wave
on - Brainwave Entrainment.

hysical resonance is like making a wine glass vibrate with the correct sound frequency. ln
is case, we €n resonate different parts of the body with sound for healing. My first attemp
th this were chiropractic spinal adjustments using sound. Each vertebra is a different size,

, and mass and, just like a wineglass, can be resonated with the correct sound. This
s the vertebra to vibrate back into position using only sound waves. Similarly, cranial
and cerebro-spinal fluid can be influenced with sound resonance. Each organ is a

fferent size, density and mass for each person and also has a fundamental frequency,
ich causes a balancing of the cellular function. These changes can be seen on a blood

istry-screening test.



brain itself is an organ. This organ also has a unique size, density and mass. \Mat would
effect be of exposing the brain to its own fundamental frequency vibration pattern? A

normalizing of its function as an organ, just as any other organ would respond, Since the
brain's function is to coordinate and direct the function of all the other systems, we should

a global balancing of all the body's systems at the moment the brain is exposed to it's
single fundamental sound frequency.

Using sound, it is possible to make profound changes in brainwave pattems and states of
consciousness, observable on brainwave mapping equipment (EEG), as well as positive
changes in the body measurable with blood tests, biofeedback equipment and other
sophisticated procedures.

BIO-TUNING - Using the sound of your own voice to facilitate self-healing.

This process, which I called "Bio-tuning," became the object of my full{ime research after I
moved from my Holistic Health Center in Virginia and established the Center for
Neuroacoustic Research in San Diego, California in 1988.

With modern electronic sound equipment, we can test with frequencies accurate to 1/100th
division of sharp or flat between two notes on the piano. To raise the accuracy and effect to a
higher level, we must use a person's own voice singing this fundamental note. This releases
a unique set of harmonics and overtones, which only your own vocal cords can produce - a
voice vibration fingerprint. This is an exact pattern match of your essential vibratory template
- the one your "Biological Organic Intelligence" used in the first place to form your body from

cells and then to maintain it moment by moment thereafter. There is also a profound
sense of recognition by the same part of the deep subconscious of the vibration frequencies
of your own voice.

We then use this voice-tone-frequency, sounding the exact tone for balancing and healing,
through a special sound-therapy table. This table has speakers built into it, so that you
become the sound itself. lt becomes difficult to distinguish where the body ends and the
sound begins. There is a sense of melting into the vibration of your own sound and your own
voice.

To us, this is what the mantra really was, You go to the great master who sees that the entire
d is vibratory patterns. He sees that you are a unique vibratory pattern in the universe.

He sings the acoustic octave of this sound to you, you sing it back until you know it and
memorize it, then you go off and meditate and chant this sound to yourself - resonate
from the inside out and balance yourself right down to the core of your consciousness.

For example, the imbalances one may experience physically, emotionally, or mentally are
rnal projections of the only real imbalance that can exist - in consciousness itself.
ching this place and coming into balance - me with my Self - is the only way I can heal

the real cause of my pain and suffering.

nd frequency patterns built into music cause positive changes in brainwave
function.

a series of recordings based on these principles I have used sound frequency patterns
ilt into the music that have been shown clinically to cause positive changes in

consciousness and brainwave function.



precisely altering the sound signals in the right and left ears, a "frequency modulated
lse" appears which causes a sympathetic response in the brain. This leads to coordination
righUleft brainwave activity and a general slowing of brainwave activity, which is associated

ith deep relaxation, stre$s reduction, creativity, insight and problem solving. This
phenomenon is called "brainwave entrainment."

good part of the stress we all experience in the twentieth century is due to the
advancements of our own technology. This same technology, combined with our traditional

for healing and achieving balance, may help neutralize the stress we have

ln this series of recordings we have used three coordinated methods for bringing the
mind/body into a state of deep relaxation and balance; "Primordial Sounds," "Brainwave
Entrainment" and "multi-layered music" recorded in 3D.

Many of the sounds heard on these recordings are sounds you don't even notice. Certain
sounds have the power to awaken deep levels of recognition in the subconscious mind. We

ll these sounds"Primordial Sounds," - i.e., sounds that are primordially recognizable to the
bconscious mind, regardless of race, sex or language.

rimordial Sounds" awaken our organic/biological intelligence

first sensory experience in life as a fetus in the womb is of sound and vibration. We float
in body temperature amniotic fluid - weight-less. We have fluid in our nose and mouth, which

minates the senses of smell and taste. We have our eyes closed and are in the dark - no
se of sight. We have fluid in our ears pressed right up against the eardrum - but sound

vels through water fives times more effectively than through air, therefore our sense of
hearing is actually amplified. The symphony of sound patterns we experience at this time will
be deeply embedded in our subconscious mind for the rest of our lives - the sound of water

ing, arterial pulse sounds and voices. These are our first experiences of "Primordial
Sounds."

Recordings of these types of sounds form some of the "primordial sounds" heard on these
recordings. Each of these sounds is intentionally altered and disguised by slowing them down

speeding them up. By changing the speed of these sounds we can side-step the
l/thinking mind, which will no longer recognize the sounds, and tap into the

ubconscious directly, with sounds it deeply recognizes and responds to. In one sense, the
rganic/biological intelligence, the same intelligence that grew our entire body out of two

s, will certainly be awakened with a recognition of sounds recorded from this body.

periments with sound have led to some startling revelations

interesting thing happens when recordings of people speaking are speeded up and
lowed down. lf these recordings are doubled in speed three times (raising the pitch by three

aves), human speech patterns sound remarkably like birds chirping, \lVhen raised in speed
eight octaves, these recordings sound just like crickets chirping. Slowed down from normal

peed by three octaves they sound like dolphins and at eight octaves slowed down, sound
ike the ebb and flow of the ocean.

s interesting that recordings from the human voice should sound like nature sounds. \Mrat
if we take cricket sounds and slow them down? They sound like birds chirping. Bird

slowed down sound like dolphins, and dolphin sounds slowed down sound like



famous Psychiatrist, Carl Jung, would have been pleased - this seems to fall directly in
ne with his theory of the "collective unconscious." A level of the unconscious mind deeper

n our personal unconscious shared by us all, populated with universal archetypal images
primordially recognizable" images, just as these sounds seem to be "primordially

nizable" sounds). The collective unconscious in this sense would be access to my
'ger body/mind, the planetary level of my collective unconscious, which knows how to
row" a planetary ecosystem of which my personal body is just a part. lt's almost as if the

le universe is one organic being with many parts all designed from variations of the same
blueprint.

wakening the various levels of the subconscious mind

In 1989 I came in contact with an aerospace engineer with sound recordings from the
r!?ger spacecraft. These recordings were taken as Voyager passed by the outer planets of
r Solar $ystem - Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. These NASA recordings from outer
ace, which were of charged electromagnetic particles (ions) in the magnetic fields of
nets vibrating within the range of human hearing, sounded remarkably like oe€an sounds,
phins, choirs of voices singing, crickets and birds. There are also other sounds too strange
identify, but which seem very familiar. Interestingly enough, the rings of Uranus produce
unds like Tibetan bowl recordings that have been slowed to reflect their subtle harmonics.

ld this be a deeper, vaster level of the collective unconscious mind which knows how to
grow" a planetary solar system of which Earth is just a part - and which my body grows out

ld these sounds be recognizable at a deeper level of the "collective unconscious?"

It is these three classes of sound ("Primordial Sounds," "Brainwave Entrainment" and "multi-
musif') that are embedded in the sound track of some of these recordings to awaken

e various levels of the subconscious mind.

It is at this inner level of ourselves that our bodies are self-organized from two cells by the
same inner system from which the daily functions of our body are coordinated and directed. lt
is from here that the knowledge of our problems and the answers and solutions to them
reside.

This is what we mean by the use of "Primordial Sounds" to access a deep level of ourselves
healing, relaxation and balance.

These sounds are mixed into the soundtracks we have recorded in such a way that they can
heard but not necessarily recognized for what they are by the rational-thinking mind.

of the nature sounds on these recordings are actually space-sound recordings or
man body sounds.

ain Your Brain

Brainwaves can be controlled with sound waves using a technique called "Brainwave
Entrainment." This involves creating special pulse rates in the recordings that cause a

response in the brain.

Brainwave Entrainment is part of a larger biological function called "Biological Sympathetic



Oscillation". Our biological "clock" sets itself to external cosmic events; day length cycles, full
cycles and seasonal cycles to name a few. The body will set itself to the most powerful

external pulse cycle it is exposed to. In this case we can create powerful sound frequencies
pulsing at exact brainwave speeds and cause the brainwaves to alter themselves to match

e sound frequencies - that is, entrain themselves, to the sound pulses thereby altering
's state of consciousness.

know from many research endeavors that certain deeply relaxed states of consciousness
re associated with specific brainwave patterns on an EEG brain monitor. We also know that
ith brainwave entrainment we can cause brainwaves to sympathetically "lock on" to an

I sound-pulse at a brainwave speed. This gives us the tools to gently guide brainwave
nction and states of consciousness into deeply relaxed and balanced states.

On all of these soundtracks all of the pulse frequencies are built into every sound you hear,
including each instrument sound, voice sound, nature sound and NASA space sound on the
recording. The frequencies used mostly are low Alpha and Theta brain frequencies. The brai
states associated with these frequencies are peaceful relaxation, heightened
isualizationlimages, problem solving, insi ght and intense creativity.

we compose and create these musical soundtracks, the brain-wave entrainment
ses built into the instrument sounds entrain my own brainwaves and state of

ousness into a state of intense creativity - that's where the music you hear is coming

n types of sounds and music have a proven effect in creating states of relaxation,
ance, healing and visualization. Generally these include certain types of lyrical, flowing

and chord arrangements. Certain chord arrangements can create an atmosphere of
, mystery, awe and openness.

To get the full effects of the 3-D sound and brainwave pulse-wave information, which requires
right/left sound images to be completely separated from one another, it is best to listen to

recordings with headphones on, eyes closed, and lights out. You will hear the sounds
ng around you in three-dimensional space. You can get a similar effect with speakers if
place them directly to the right and left of your body. This way, you will also feel certain
of your body resonating with certain sound tones in the music.

c) 1997 Dr Jeffrey D. Thompson
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ndividual Private Sessions with Sound Healing

Bio-Tuning and Sonic Induction Therapy Process

is process begins with a series of four distinct steps: 1). To find your Fundamental Sound
requency to balance your body, 2). To find key Brainwave Frequency Patterns associated
rith optimal states of consciousness for healing your physical, emotional and mental levels,



3). To expose you to these sounds through a specially designed Sound Therapy Table, 4). T
make a 3-D recording of your voice singing this key frequency to tap the specific harmonics
nd overtones of your "voice-print" to awaken subconscious recognition and healing at a

level.This voice-tone then gets transferred to compact disc to be used at home in an
intensive, every day program in between sessions.

ere are five core sessions in the initial Bio-Tuning Program. Each of these five sessions,
the CD that accompanies them, is working on a different level of healing and balancing
body, emotions and mind. These sessions are usually once a week, but vary according

your response time and needs.

first Bio-Tuning session takes approximately 1 1/2 hours and involves testing through a
of different body systems to find imbalances that are used as a guide in finding the

undamental Tone. These systems include. structural, muscular, acupuncture, bio-magnetic,
n/gland, neurological and emotional centers. Although each of these body systems has

s own unique resonant frequency, the Fundamental frequency Tone for the entire "Bio-
" of your body resonates all of them through sympathetic resonance. This causes a

lobal body response, which is the very thing we are looking to see as confirmation that we
have found the correct frequency pattern.

high{ech sound generating equipment used in this process can accurately divide
musical intervals by 100 steps - that's 100 divisions of sharp or flat between two notes on a
piano keyboard.

s highly accurate frequency pattern is then played through your body using a specially
sound therapy table with electronic "tuning fork" transducers, which turn the entire

ble into a giant vibrational sounding board. Part of the reason for the profound responses
by some people who have gone through this process is as a result of direct

lar vibration stimulation with this sound table.

n addition to this process of physical resonance with sound, testing is done to find the
imal Brainwave State of Consciousness for you to be in for this process to work most

For this, special sound-pulse frequencies are used which cause a sympathetic
of your brainwaves. These frequencies cause the brainwaves to follow into

specific states of consciousness through a process called "Brainwave Entrainment". There is
a direct relationship between the "Fundamental" Sound Frequency that causes a balancing
your body systems and various specific brainwave states of consciousness. There are five
brainwave Frequencies for healing which can be calculated as octaves of your Fundamental
Healing Tone. Therefore, there are Five Core Bio-Tuning Sessions, one for each of these
brainwave healing states of consciousness.

It is these five brainwave frequency states of consciousness for healing, which are used in
e five Bio-Tuning sessions and the five CD's, which you work with at home.

During the first session of the Bio-Tuning experience, you will be lying on the sound therapy
ble with headphones on. The specific sound frequency and brainwave entrainment

ies will be playing through your body and your ears.

e second session involves re-testing the Sound-Tone that was found the first time, to make
bly sure it is correct. We then make a 3-D recording of your voice singing this exact tone
transfer this recording into highly sophisticated electronic equipment. With this
ipment, we can drop the speed of your voice recording by precise octaves so that only



your unconscious mind recognizes and is awakened by it.

The Voice-Tone recording is highly imporlant because only your own vocal cords can
produce the unique set of harmonics and overtones which are characteristic of your personal,
unique "Voice-Print" pattern - a pattern highly recognizable to the part of your biological
system which designed and grew your body out of two cells in the first place. This part of the
unconscious mind designed the vocal cords themselves and deeply recognizes the unique
pattern of sound that they produce.

During this second session on the sound table, a pair of "Light Goggles" are used. These are
pair of lightweight glasses with tiny light bulbs inside which flash against your closed

ids. The flashing of these lights is driven by the vibration sound frequencies of your voice
pattern that we recorded. Therefore you are seeing - what you are hearing - what you are
feeling through your body. This causes a multi-faceted synchronicity in the electrical activity
in the visual, auditory and vibration sense areas of the cortex and brainstem. lt also
coordinates the three primary perceptual modes in the body: Visual, Auditory and Kinesthetic,
and brings them into balance with one another.

The next few sessions involve playing this unique, inner activating Voice-Tone Pattern
through your body, ears and eyes. lt is a perfect match of your primary energy pattern
superimposed on You - using your own Voice Sound. Each session creates a new custom
CD to work with at home. Each of these recordings will have a different brainwave
entrainment frequency, unique to you, for balancing the physical, then the emotional and then
the mental "bodies".

Your Fundamental Voice-Tone is like your Personal Mantra. The Mantra wasn't just the
Sanskrit sound that one used in meditation, but the chanting of one's own special tone, which

one's consciousness with one's own vocal cords singing into one's own "bio-mass"
the root of consciousness.

our Fundamental Voice-Tone is also equivalent to "Sonic Constitutional Homeopathy". ln
esoteric form of Constitutional Homeopathy, a remedy is made from a drop of your own

cod. This holds the primary subtle vibration energy pattern of your Being. Exposure to this
imary pattern re-vitalizes your essential vibratory pattern and leads to a profound level of
ner healing. Your Bio-Frequencies from your Voice-Tone Pattern do the same with sound,

the later course of these Bio-Tuning sessions, we will be using specific sound
uencies which access deeply buried emotional traumas, frequencies to help you uncover
Life Purpose and techniques for accelerating personal evolution.

the conclusion of these five sessions, your visits will usually extend to 2 week and then
intervals in which you will be working with your custom sound recordings at home.

is method of working with your custom recordings at home on a regular basis, acts as a
yst for initiating and constantly moving fonrard the inner change process.

It is at the conclusion of these 30 day periods working with your personal sound, that it is
to retest all of your body systems to make sure that all have stabilized and to

I possible deeper layers which may need to be worked with. lt is also important to re-
record your voice-tone periodically, especially after any kind of major physical or emotional
breakthrough - this always corresponds to a clarifying of the voice pattern and the reflection

the "new you" in your voice. The new state of balance in yourself is reflected in all of your
body tissues - including your vocal cords and the harmonics and overtones they produce.



This new transformed vocal pattern has an accelerated effect on further balancing your
ystems and expanding your self-empowerment.

time goes on, we eventually reach a place of balance in which we are no longer
pting to balance or repair what is broken. At this point, you may wish to begin Phase

wo of the Bio-Tuning process: Expanding your capabilities and maximizing your abilities as
human being. Once all of our systems are "on-line" and functioning properly, we are in a

position to begin to push fonvard our own evolution and abilities to the maximum.

this point we can use all the tools and techniques, which we have learned from ancient
Itures that have used sound for self-perfection over the past few thousand years, combined

all the high{ech tools at our disposal to maximize this proress.

of these processes include:

. Your Personal Sonic SriYantra.

. Your Personal Sonic Chartes Cathedral Labyrinth.

. The Awakened Mind Brainwave Pattern"

. The extraordinary Epsilon and Hyper-Gamma Brainwave States.

. Using your voice, key frequencies for your body, and Sanskrit sounds to resonate and
balance your seven neuroplexus energy centers.

. Specific frequencies that open your long-term memory/learning.

For more information or to make an appointment elick here to contact Dr. Thompson

c) 1996 Dr Jeffrey D Thompson
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